We need to look at the placement of the “BACK” link and make them consistent.
4. Object Category

5. Object Description

6. Confirmation / Edit Page

(If selected, the browser would continue to the respective page for the user to make changes. Once the user is finished editing the annotation, the browser knows what “state” they are in and immediately goes back to the confirmation page without having to go through all the other pages.)
Photo Description Successful!

Thank you for using Wishster!
You can now:
View Your Wishster List
(Send this last Wishster Photo and Information via Email)

Options Close

Patrick’s Wishster List

Ahern, Katherine
Ahern, Shane
Billings, Alison
Brick, Aaron
Cracraft, Carolyn
Darrow, Alex
de Larlos-Heiman, Lisa
Ellinger, Sarah

Options Close

Ellinger, Sarah

Cal Alumni Sweatshirt: Cal Student Store
Memento DVD: Tower Records
Memento DVD: Ameba Records
Memory 256 MB CF: Fry's Electronics
Simpsons DVD coll: Ameba Records
Blue Chair: Ikea
Hair Spray CD: Rasputin Records
Bumper Sticker "Got Iraq?": Telegraph

BACK

7. Conclusion and viewing offer

8. Viewing Wishster List

9. Viewing Pages Sorted by Recipient

Invalid Session

Your Wishster session has encountered an error. You may either:
View Your Wishster List
Quit and Reupload the photo via Image Gallery

Options Close

MMM Secure Login:
Username:
Password:

Options Close

Got Iraq?
Recipient: Ellinger, Sarah
Occasion: Christmas
Obj. Name: Bumper Sticker...

Options Close

Invalid Session Page State

MMM Login Page

10. Thumbnail of Wishster Items